Position Vacant
Job Description /
Responsibilities

Manager / Sr. Manager Investment Banking Debt Syndication
- Thorough analysis of financial statements for risk assessment from lending
perspective
- Evaluation of business model and other aspects for credit facilities
- Preparation of CMA data/projections and project reports
- Submission of detailed proposals to banks/financial institutes as per prescribed
formats
- To handle the entire gamut of pre and post sanction activities including project
evaluation/appraisal, preparation of term sheets/legal documents and negotiation
thereof with the clients, assistance in security creation until the loan disbursement
stage.
- To keep self and the team informed on the relevant regulatory, legal and
compliance guidelines
- Interact with clients to coordinate for requirement assimilation and data
collection for completion of various reports to be submitted to financial
institutions/banks
- Handle financial and other queries from banks/financial institutions to facilitate
sanction of credit facilities
- Follow up with bank officials to ensure compliance and completion of various
processes till sanction and disbursement of proposed facilities.

Educational
Qualification/ Soft
Skills

- CA / MBA
- Excellent communication skills, both oral and written
- Comfortable with people engagement and strong persuasive skills
- Analytical bent of mind with good time management, planning and coordination
skills

Minimum Experience

- Candidate should have a minimum work experience of 2-8 years in Financial
Advisory Firms/Financial Institutions / Banks/NBFC
- Should have handled mandates relating to debt syndication, corporate advisory,
Restructuring, etc.
- Should have good Lender relationships.
- Should have worked closely with banks/financial institutions.

CTC OFFERED

Compensation will not be a limiting factor for the right candidate and will
discussed on a case by case basis.

Location of posting

Mumbai
The candidate may be deputed to work with the team(s) with the organization/
parent organization/ any subsidiary of the parent organization if and as deemed
necessary.

Email to be sent to

careers@bobcaps.in
Please mention “Application for the post of Debt Syndication” in the subject.
Applications with any other subject will not be accepted.

Website

www.bobcaps.in

Contact Person

Suchitra Bangera

Contact No.

022-61389300

Last Date for
application by email

May 15, 2022

